Cinema Sixteen is a small film
production company that
specializes in projects with
mechanical and technical
subjects. Our productions range
from corporate projects to
sponsored and funded work for
general media release.

Cinema Sixteen operates a
production studio in Burlington,
Ontario and one in Bytow,
Poland.
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COPORATE VIDEO
These can be anything running in length from 30
seconds to ten minutes. It depends on the story that
needs to be told. The tendency however is to go for
something short with good production values that
suit the story being told.
What you do might be more important than shots
of the plant and processes. If it is for your website,
you will want it to get the essence of your business
across in the shortest possible time.
We would want to tell your story in much the same
way as we tell our own. What we do, why we are
in business, what makes us as good as we are and
how we can help you.

CINEMA SIXTEEN
A ten minute video produced by CSI will include
researching the subject, writing the script, revising
the script after several discussions with the client,
shooting, editing, selecting music or commissioning
original music, voice recording, audio mixing and
titling.
We might engage another shooter if the location is
remote and the final picture and audio editing will
be done by our professional editor.

EVENT PROMOTIONS

Incorporating a great corporate video into your
promotional efforts raises your profile and allows
you to track who has watched it. It also helps to
persuade customers to use the sales promotional
advertising.

TRAINING VIDEO

NEW PRODUCT INTRODUCTION

INSTRUCTIONAL VIDEO
This could be how to assemble a product, to how
to work with it, or how to repair something. We
are pretty good at this because backing us up in
our corporate office are scientists, technical writers, designers, engineers, chemists and mechanics. We have these resources available to consult
with at the script-writing phase and of course we
want to understand the message you are trying to
get across.
If we can’t totally understand it, then we can’t do
an effective job of explaining it to others. While
CSI is a small producer, we have the expertise of
120 people in our Corporate Group to call on for
assistance.

If you have a new product to introduce, you want
to show it in a good light and as it would be used
in the field. We will work with your new product
development and marketing people to tell the right
story. It must be one that attracts your customer
and makes him want to buy.
If it is really new, claims about performance might
have to be moderate or conditional and writing
the script is a task we would really want to cooperate on.
Most of the videos we produce for our parent are
on this very subject.

ONLINE ADVERTISING
Online advertising is a marketing strategy that
involves the use of the Internet as a medium to
obtain website traffic and target and deliver
marketing messages to the right customers. We
will help you achieve that, by creating videos and
graphics for you.

These are not about selling products but teaching
people how to do things the right way. A good
training video however, can always carry a subtle
selling message and we will help you make it
effective with the script writing. We are at our best
in Cinema Sixteen if the subject is technical.
The more complicated, the better!

TESTIMONIALS
Typically embedded in a corporate film these tend
to have more credibility if they have the appearance
of a news story. If we can interview a customer and
have it come off as casual, natural and honest, it
can go a long way toward adding a sense of value
to your product or service.
We can’t script this kind of production; we have
to try to develop a rapport with the user and then
shoot the sequence interview style.

